Abstract-Metasurfaces and metamaterials are playing a growing role in the control of electromagnetic waves in the application of communication, display, and sensing technologies. However, designing photonic structures as the building blocks of these systems is typically a tedious trial-and-error process that requires extensive simulations with iterative sweeps in a multi-dimensional parameter space. To circumvent this conventional approach and substantially expedite the discovery and development of photonic structures, here we develop a framework leveraging both a deep generative model and a modified evolution strategy to automate the inverse design of engineered photonic materials and devices. The capacity of the proposed methodology is tested through the application to a case study, where metasurfaces in either continuous or discrete topologies are generated in response to customer-defined spectra at the input. Through a variational autoencoder, all potential patterns of unit structures are encoded into a continuous latent space. An evolution strategy is applied to vectors in the latent space to identify an optimized vector whose corresponding metasurface fulfills the design objective. The evaluation shows that over 95% accuracy can be achieved for all the unit patterns of the metasurfaces in the test dataset. Our scheme requires no prior knowledge of the geometry of the photonic structures, and, in principle, allows joint optimization of the dimensional parameters. As such, our work represents an efficient, ondemand, and automated approach for the inverse design of photonic structures with subwavelength features.
progressively more challenging to propose viable designs and predict resultant behaviors, particularly because theoretical analyses are likely to yield unreliable results due to an increased amount of assumptions and cumulative errors of approximations. Therefore, the trial-and-error method with repeated and extensive iterations has been prevalently adopted in the design of complex materials and hierarchical structures. With the rapid advances of artificial intelligence (AI) and its related fields, techniques originated from AI are playing a growing role in the interpretation of complex systems with unprecedented accuracy and efficiency [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the meantime, novel approaches for the inverse design of complicated materials and chemical compounds using machine learning are gaining growing attentions [5] [6] [7] [8] . These AI-based methods have the potential to significantly relieve the computational workloads and expedite the experimental discoveries in research fields pertinent to complex systems.
In the realm of optics and electromagnetism, metamaterials and metasurfaces represent complex artificial materials that consist of ordered arrangements of delicately crafted building blocks of deeply subwavelength features [9] [10] [11] . These engineered optical media offer unprecedented flexibility in the manipulation of the magnitude, phase delay, and polarization of the interacting light waves [12] , [13] , and thereby enabling diverse applications in optical imaging, beam steering, light modulation, dispersion engineering, holography, and many more [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Designing metasurfaces and metamaterials to obtain aimed physical properties, however, is usually an empirical and iterative process that requires a wealth of knowledge and experience in the optical domain. The process often starts with an empirical guess from an experienced researcher, followed by iterative refinement of all geometrical and material parameters through extensive numerical modulations. In many cases, the enormous degrees of freedom of a meta-structure can impede the optimization process in the multi-dimensional parameter space, even after considerable rounds of iterative parametric sweeps.
As for the inverse design of photonic structures, two approaches are notably investigated in the field of AI -the evolutionary algorithm (EA) [20] [21] [22] , which is in the domain of optimization [23] [24] [25] , and traditional neural networks (NN) [26] [27] [28] , which are classified as a data-driven method. Both schemes are capable of optimizing the parameters of a certain structure, either by the evolution of the parameter list or through the backpropagation from a trained neural network. These two methods have led to a number of successful demonstrations in design of metasurfaces and photonic structures with applications in beam steering, waveguide, imaging, and communication [28] [29] [30] [31] . However, current methodologies leveraging traditional neural networks suffer from stringent constraints on the diversity of structures, which typically limits the number of adjustable parameters in the design problem. This challenge can be alleviated by leveraging a generative model, which identifies topologies of structures through a trained generator with additional optimization given customized design criteria (e.g., optical spectra) [32] [33] [34] [35] . However, this approach still requires prior knowledge of the problem, for example, well-designed structures or certain geometric information, to avoid local minima issues and slow convergence. In addition, given the fact that a vast quantity of data is not readily available from the simulations, a network, even trained with gigantic data entries, can only solve specific design problems, strictly correlated to the data used in the training process of the network.
To automate the inverse design of optical structures with minimal intervention of human, and to discover arbitrarilyshaped photonic building blocks with minimal predefined restrictions, here we introduce a fast, robust, and generalizable strategy, consolidating a deep generative model and a modified evolution strategy (ES). The designing process only takes customer-defined, on-demand physical properties as the input, without any other prior knowledge. Moreover, the framework is capable of generating photonic patterns with either continuous or discrete topology. A generative model, specifically a variational autoencoder (VAE) [33] in this case, is exploited to encode all potential structures into a latent space, and the modified ES algorithm is applied to the latent vectors to identify an optimum pattern whose physical properties fit the target ones at the input with minimized discrepancy. The proposed framework does not require a trained neural network simulator to perform the backpropagation as used in inverse design approaches reported thus far, and a traditional physical simulator can be incorporated when the training data for the neural network is computationally expensive to acquire. However, a neural network simulator can drastically decrease the searching time from days to seconds as will be presented in this paper. Our results show that an average accuracy of above 95% can be achieved for all the test samples, each taking no longer than 5 seconds. Finally, the scalability of the framework enables our approach to be implementable to the inverse design of complicated photonic structures with multiple dimensional parameters concurrently optimized.
II. THE VAE-ES FRAMEWORK

A. Deep Generative Models for Topological Dimensionality Reduction
Globally optimizing the topology of photonic structures represented by binary images is a sought-after goal. However, the high degrees of freedom (DOF) of the image space impede an effective scheme for the topology optimization. We hereby utilize deep generative models to encode the binary images into a continuous, low-dimensional latent space, and in doing so, the optimization can be applied on the latent space to effectively and expeditiously identify the topology of the pattern in a global manner. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) and variational autoencoders (VAEs) are two basic yet fundamental deep generative models. Although the architectures and training methods of the two networks are distinct, both include a latent space and a generator/decoder. The trained generators of the VAE and the GAN can recover data that are similar to the training dataset from the latent space. In our framework, the GAN and the VAE are equivalent in terms of effectiveness and functionality. Here the VAE was chosen for the compression of topology of photonic structures. Figure 1 (a) represents an architecture of a vanilla VAE used to reduce the dimensionality of the topology of photonic structures. The encoder transforms the input geometric data s represented by binary images into mean vectors μ and standard deviation vectors σ . During the training process, latent vectors v are sampled from the Gaussian distribution v ∼ N(μ, σ ). The decoder G then reconstructs v back to the geometric information. In doing so, pattern topologies with similar features are mapped to the same region in the latent space, so that the decoded patterns with similar features can be continuously varied by perturbing the latent vectors. Informally, the objective of the training is to optimize the weights of the decoder G so that the randomly sampled v can be mapped to topologies that are similar to the training dataset. To enforce global continuity of the latent space, additional regularization is needed during the training of the VAE. This is achieved through minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the distribution of the latent vectors q s (v) and a standard normal distribution p (v). In detail, the loss function of the training is as follows:
whereŝ is the reconstructed pattern from the decoder. The first term is the reconstruction loss controlling the similarity of the generated patterns and the training dataset, and the second term is the KL divergence enforcing the distribution of the latent vectors. Here β is a weight to balance the KL regularization and the reconstruction loss. In our experiment we set β = 1.5×10 −4 . Reparameterization is utilized to avoid the block of gradient caused by the Gaussian sampling during the training [33] . After the training of a VAE, the decoder of which can be operated as a geometric data generator as indicated in Fig. 1(b) . When fed with a randomly sampled vector v in the latent space, the corresponding pattern of the structure s can be reconstructed. Optimization algorithms can be applied to the latent vector instead of the image representation to substantially reduce the dimensionality of the design problem. We note that an autoencoder (AE) can also be used for topological dimensionality reduction. However, because an AE simply transforms a high-dimensional image into a sparse representation without considering the continuity of the latent space, optimizing the latent vector of the AE is not as effective as the GAN and VAE optimization. 
Algorithm 1 The Hybrid Framework of VAE-ES
//Evolution strategy Select latent vectors and mutation strengths v top , m top ∈ R M×d of top M species based on their fitness scores
Reproduce new generation of latent vectors v,
Mutate the new generation based on the mutation strengths
B. Evolution Strategy and the VAE-ES Framework
As a result of the reduced dimension of the sparse representation enabled by the generative model, we can apply optimization techniques on the low-dimensional latent space, instead of having high-dimensional binary images representing the topology of structures, to expeditiously identify the structures with certain input objectives. Here we implement the evolution strategy (ES) with modification to globally search the optimum latent vector v given certain design objectives q. Figure 2 illustrates the flowchart of the framework Flowchart of the VAE-ES framework. The developed approach employs a traditional ES algorithm with a loop of evaluation of fitness, selection, reproduction, and mutation. When evaluating the finesses of all individual vectors v, the generator (G) is utilized to reconstruct the structure of each v. Simulation process (S) is then followed to produce the simulation resultsq. The fitness function comparesq to the desired physical properties q, and results in a score r that represents the agreement ofq and q. This score is an indication of the fitness of v. Note that the simulation can be carried out by either a neural network approximation or a real physical simulation such as FEM.
consolidating both deep generative models and the ES. In the implementation process, a population of all individuals is first initialized. Each individual contains two random vectorsa latent vector v and a mutation strength m. The mutation strength m is a vector with the same dimension as v and will be used to randomly vary the value of v in a later step. After initialization, all individuals are reconstructed to their corresponding patterns s through the generator G. The recovered structures are then simulated through either a physical simulator or a neural network approximator. In order to avoid repeated simulations and expedite the optimization process, we adopt a neural network (S) trained with simulated data to predict the physical responsesq = S(s) of the structures. With the design objective q and the simulated resultq, we calculate a fitness score r , representing the agreement of q andq, for each individual. The value of the fitness score is calculated through a fitness function r = F q, q , where the form of F is designed by the user based on the goal of the optimization. For example, if q is a vector representing the spectral responses, the fitness function can be defined as F q, q = q −q . Since the ES is a black-box optimization algorithm, the fitness function can be a non-differentiable function. The arbitrariness of the fitness function augments the applicability of the algorithm in designing photonic structures with complex design objectives.
After the evaluation of fitness scores r , the algorithm enters the optimization stage that emulates natural selection. In detail, μ best individuals with the highest scores are selected as parents (P), and their reproduction leads to the next generation of children (Q) with a total number of individuals λ. A latent vector v child of a child is created from two parent vectors v 1 and v 2 via two manners, 1) crossover, which randomly exchanges segments of vectors of the two parents, and 2) interpolation, which linearly interpolates the vectors of the two parents v child = αv 1 +(1 − α) v 2 with random weights α ∈ [0, 1]. The mutation strength of a child m child is derived in the same manner as v child .
The λ reproduced individuals together with the μ parents constructs the next generation, which is known as the (μ+λ) strategy. In the mutation stage, noises sampled from the normal distributions δv = N (0, m) are added to the latent vector v + δv so as to avoid stagnancy of the evolution.The mutated population forms the next generation of the population in the optimization process. The whole algorithm then performs the iterative process of reconstruction, simulation, evaluation, selection, reproduction, and mutation until a satisfactory individual with an optimized score is identified. During the optimization, we occasionally remove individuals v that stay unchanged for a few iterations to reduce the unnecessarily repeated simulation and speed up the convergence. The algorithm stops once the design criteria are achieved or the maximum iteration is reached. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm I, where the function Reproduce and Mutate are as described above. We hereby name the framework the VAE-ES framework, as it represents a consolidation of two separate AI algorithms, the VAE and the ES.
Although we implement the ES as the optimization algorithm, we note that other derivative-free optimization techniques such as random search, Bayesian optimization, and other global/local optimization algorithms can be used to replace the ES in the framework. Such replacement is considered when, for example, intensive simulations are inevitable or local optimization is sufficient. Our framework provides a flexible approach to accommodate the optimization of structures with various requirements and objectives.
III. VALIDATING THE FRAMEWORK WITH METASURFACE DESIGN
A. Configuration of the Metasurfaces
To evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy for the inverse design of photonic structures, the VAE-ES framework is applied to the design of the unit-cell pattern s of a metasurface that corresponds to customer-defined optical spectra T fed at the input. A VAE is trained with a pyramid convolutional network architecture [36] using a geometric dataset that contains more than 10,000 random patterns of various shapes. The classes of all geometric data include, but not limited to, ellipse, rectangle, polygon, cross, random union/intersection of other classes, and false reconstructed samples by-produced from the training process of the VAE. Samples of the geometric dataset are presented in Fig. 3 . Each geometric data point is represented as a binary pixel image with a size of 64 by 64, in which 1 stands for the constituent material and 0 for the air, and the encoded vector v of the images by the VAE has the dimension of 10.
To accelerate the searching speed, we implement a neural network simulator to approximate the spectral behavior of the metasurface with a specific unit-cell pattern. The simulator accepts the image of a photonic structure and approximates the four components of the transmittance T i j of the metasurface, where i and j indicate the polarization directions for the incidence and the detection, respectively. The frequency range of spectra under investigation is set to be from 170 THz to 600 THz, which corresponds to 500 nm -1.8 μm in the wavelength domain. The default lattice period and the thickness of the patterned layer are set to be 380 nm and 50 nm, respectively. Gold is chosen to form the single-layered nanostructure, which situates on a glass substrate. It is worth noting that the neural network simulator used here is developed to expedite the computing process, and can be replaced by any physical simulation method such as the finite element method (FEM) and the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD). We also note that the restrictions with regard to the frequency range, the lattice period, the thickness of the patterned layer, and the type of constituent materials are predefined by the simulator. Trained simulators of other metrics would allow the framework to inversely design photonic structures under other settings.
B. Network Architectures of the VAE and the Simulator
The network architecture of the VAE is depicted in Fig. 4 . The encoder is composed of a pyramid convolutional neural network (CNN) and fully connected networks. The CNN Fig. 5 .
Illustration of the structure of the simulator. The simulator is constructed from a sequence of convolutional layers and three fully connected layers. The shape of the output tensor after each layer is indicated by the tuples under the schematic. The simulator takes a binary image representing the topology of photonic structures as the input, and approximates the spectral components T xx , T yy , T xy and T yx .
extracts the features of input patterns through cascaded convolutional layers, while the fully connected network maps the output of the CNN to the μ and σ vectors with a dimension of 10. Between every two convolutional layers, batch normalization and leaky ReLU activations are implemented. The detailed output of every layer is listed under the network architecture in Fig. 4(a) . The structure of the decoder, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , is designed in a reverse order with transposed convolutional neural networks (TCNNs) to reconstruct the latent vector to a binary image. During the training process, the dataset is augmented with rotations and shifts, and the VAE was trained for 200 epochs with a learning rate of 5×10 −5 .
The structure of the simulator is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Three fully connected layers are cascaded after a CNN to approximate spectral responses T x x , T yy , T xy and T yx , each of which is represented in a vector with a dimension of 32. We create a dataset with 10,000 FEM-simulated photonic structures, 8,000 of the which are used for training and the rest for validation and testing. Constrained by the generator and limited by the fabrication requirements, the designed structures with reasonable geometric features, such as sufficient connectiveness and smoothness, should lie in small regions in the whole image space. As such, we do not necessarily need to train a complete simulator that can accurately predict every pattern that can be enumerated in the 64×64 image. Although such a simulator cannot replace a rigorous physical simulation for general purpose of simulation, it is sufficient for the design of photonic structures with high fidelity within our framework. After training with a learning rate of 1×10 −5 , the simulator is able to achieve an accuracy of 95% on the validation and test dataset. Figure 6 presents four examples of the approximated spectra given unit cell of metasurfaces randomly selected from the test dataset. The predicted spectra are in agreement with the FEM-simulated ones with minimized discrepancy.
C. Fitness Functions and Hyperparameters of the Framework
In the next step, we define the fitness function and illustrate the experiment settings. We denote the patterns identified from the framework as s , the spectra approximated by the neural network simulator asT , and the transmittance of s computed by the FEM simulation as T . As the objective is to minimize the L 2 and/or L ∞ norm of the difference between the input spectra and the approximated transmittance, a reasonable choice of the fitness function can be written as
where β is the weight balancing the two norms. Both norms are included to stabilize the searching process and to enforce similar numerical features betweenT and T . Setting β = N, where N is the dimension of the vector T , allows the values of the two norms to be on the same order of magnitude. Since we do not rely on the backpropagation algorithm in the ES, the fitness function can be non-differentiable. In the experiment, the population size is set to 50, and the children size of each new generation is from 50 to 100. Only individuals with top 25 scores are selected as parents of the next generation. The maximum iterations of the algorithms are set to 200, which on average takes 5 seconds for each set of the input spectra with the acceleration of the simulator. If the framework achieves the desired fitness score within the maximum iterations, the optimization ends instantly. Otherwise, if the fitness score keeps under the requirement without change for 50 iterations or the maximum iteration is reached, we manually stop the optimization and determine the current solution to be optimized. Relying on the fast optimization speed and stochasticity of the ES, we can perform multiple optimizations if one solution cannot be confirmed as the global optimum.
Based on our extensive testing, most of the searching practice will stop as an optimized score is reached within 50 generations. It should also be noted that the parent size and the children size are not restrictive to the values we described above. Changing the parameters of the ES causes a very minor impact on the final performance of the design. To quantitatively evaluate the performance of our approach, the average accuracy of each identified pattern s is defined as:
where f 1 and f 2 are the frequency bounds of the input spectra, and T sim =T or T represents the accuracy of s calculated with the simulated results from the neural network simulator or from the FEM simulator.
IV. DESIGN RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Validation With Test Dataset
We demonstrate the capability and accuracy of our framework by applying it to the inverse design of photonic structures based on the input spectra of randomly selected, actual metasurfaces. This ensures that a reasonable solution must exist for any given input spectra of this kind. In our experiment, 500 random test patterns of metasurfaces s from all classes of geometry are selected, and FEM simulations are performed to obtain the spectra T of these metasurfaces, which are subsequently fed to the framework as the target spectra. Our algorithm is tested by identifying the corresponding pattern s for the input spectra T and evaluating the average accuracy of the simulated spectra of s'. Statistically, the expected a T , T and a T , T of identified s are above 98% and 95%, respectively, and the difference stems from the error associated with the neural network simulator. Figure 7 presents six examples of the input spectra T (solid lines) and FEM simulated spectra T (dashed lines) in conjunction with the corresponding patterns s and s in the unit cell. Our approach captures the prominent features of the input transmittance and generates structures with minimal discrepancy between T and T . As the ES algorithm only considers the distance between T andT as the optimization criterion, any shapes, similar to or distinct from s, can be identified as an optimal solution only if the score F T,T is maximized. This feature also allows us to unearth different possible topologies in response to a given T in multiple runs. To investigate the potential of our framework with the design of structures with fine features, we present another six designs with complicated topologies in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 (a) -(c) display the designs with sharp corners and discrete topologies, and Fig. 8 (d) -(f) present structures of the alphabet A, K and N. Although these patterns have elaborate and complex features, our framework is able to identify the target patterns with marginal disagreement.
B. Validation With On-Demand Input Spectra
In the next part, we will reveal the capacity of the proposed framework for the inverse design of photonic structures, based on arbitrary, user-defined input spectra. Two sets of experiments for such on-demand design have been performed, and the results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . In Figure 9 (a)-(h), the input spectra T x x and T yy are set to be two randomly chosen, Gaussian-shaped curves, and T xy and T yx are set to zero throughout the frequency range of interest. The results of the FEM-simulated spectra of the identified patterns (dashed lines) faithfully match the input spectra in terms of both the spectral location and the bandwidth. It is worth noting that the independent manipulation of T x x , T yy , T xy and T yx is not readily achievable by conventional human design approaches, while our framework is able to accomplish simultaneous control of T x x , T yy and suppression of T xy , T yx . In the on-demand design cases, we note the accuracies (indicated in the caption of Fig. 9 ) cannot achieve 95% as in the test/validation cases. This is because the input spectra may not have exact corresponding photonic structures. As a heuristic algorithm, ES cannot always converge to global minima and better solutions might exist. However, as a global optimization algorithm, ES is able to avoid local minima unlike local optimizations and identify a globally optimal structure with significantly higher likelihood. On the other hand, relying on the stochasticity of the ES, a global optimum can be confirmed through multiple runs of the optimization with random initialization.
In Fig. 10(a)-(h) , we set the input T x x as a notch filter without any specifications in regard to the T yy , T xy and T yx components. We note that within the family of single-layered metallic metasurfaces, it is not possible to identify a metasurface that perfectly replicates ultrasharp spectral features such as the steep cut-off slopes. However, the VAE-ES framework is able to generate a structure that accurately replicates the primary features of the desired filter, including the central frequency and bandwidth of the stop-band. In the general Fig. 10 . Samples of on-demand inverse design of notch filters. The desired spectrum T xx at the input has a band-stop transmission feature with specific central frequency and bandwidth. All these examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework, which is able to generate nanostructures that resemble the on-demand spectra fed at the input, and faithfully replicate major features in terms of the spectral location and the bandwidth. case when no pattern exists in correspondence to a given desired spectra at the input, the framework is guaranteed to generate a structure with minimized discrepancy between its spectra and the input ones. We also note that although the transmittance spectra are set as the design objective in these experiments, any photonic responses such as the diffraction behavior, optical chirality, and field localization can be used as the intended design criteria without further adjustment of our framework.
V. GENERALIZATION OF THE VAE-ES FRAMEWORK
As shown from the examples presented above, the VAE-ES developed here is capable of generating patterns of singlelayered metasurfaces with prescribed properties, but certain dimensional and physical parameters are preset. While limited by the availability of data, here we briefly comment on how the proposed methodology can be adapted to more complicated photonic structures that consist of multilayered or three-dimensional build blocks. For example, by expanding the latent vectors with additional parameters, our VAE-ES approach can be applied to the optimization of an extended parameter space without any adjustment. As presented in Fig. 11(a) , when the latent vector is expanded to include extra parameters such as the thickness, the lattice period, and the materials, the VAE-ES framework will be able to identify the structure pattern while concurrently seeking the optimum parameters. Figure 11 (b) illustrates an encoding method for the inverse design of multi-layered metasurfaces. The encoded vectors of the layers are concatenated, with an additional parameter representing the distance between adjacent layers. There are other effective encoding methods for more complicated photonic structures, especially when geometrical features along all dimensions are involved, although a complete discussion of these schemes would be beyond the scope of the current work. The common characteristic of these encoding methods is to exploit a well-trained VAE or GAN to offer a compact representation of all possible candidate structures.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summation, we have demonstrated a robust, efficient, and generalizable framework consolidating the evolution strategy and a generative model to automate the inverse design of photonic structures for user-defined design objectives. As a proof of concept, the capacity of the proposed framework is tested through design practices of metasurfaces in response to on-demand spectral properties. With a change of the fitness function, the framework can be adapted for the design of metasurfaces with the manipulation of other properties of light, including phase, polarization, and dispersion. Without prior knowledge of the geometry of the candidate patterns, the VAE-ES framework automatically and globally identifies the optimal structure, in continuous or discrete topology, of the metasurface within short period of time. Moreover, our approach allows flexible substitution of constituent modules in the algorithm. For example, the user can choose to replace the generator with either a VAE or a GAN trained on the dataset of interest, and determine the favorite simulation method such as a neural network (to expedite the search speed) or the FEM (to improve the reliability of the design). Unlike other NN-based approaches, the fitness function in our framework is not restricted to differentiable functions. As such, the fitness function can be formulated to possess a large degree of freedom to accommodate arbitrary physical objectives, an important feature shared among traditional optimization methods.
We envision that the performance of the VAE-ES framework can be consistently boosted by advanced generative models and evolutionary algorithms. Thanks to the flexible formulation of the fitness function and the scalability of the encoding method for photonic structures, the strategy developed in this work can be adapted for the design and implementation of complex photonic materials and devices for prescribed physical properties and diverse wave manipulation capacity. Without any working knowledge of optics and electromagnetic waves, our approach can be readily implemented to speed up the designing process of large-scale devices such as digital metamaterials and meta-holograms. In addition, by consolidating adjoint methods, including the coupling of gradient-based optimization and state-of-the-art generative models [34] , [35] , we expect the development of end-to-end global design strategy for photonic structures with high performance and extensive applications. Finally, beyond the field of optics, photonics and electromagnetic waves, we envisage a generic utilization of our framework in other disciplines where people can be, to a certain extent, spared from conventional trial-and-error practices when designing complex material systems. 
